PROM COMES AS A FITTING CLIMAX TO THE MANY FUNCTIONS OF JUNIOR WEEK

SHOW CONCLUDES SECOND SHOWING AT OPERA HOUSE

"Duchess of Broadway" Scores Big Hit at Both Boston Performances

MUSIC PROVES FEATURE

Jones, as the Duchess, Said to Be Playing At His Best

"Duchess of Broadway" dominated the Boston stage last night as both performances were sold out, and the audience, which numbered more than 500 people crowded the Boston Opera House to see the hit of the season.

The musical numbers were, as usual, the outstanding feature of the production. The leading actors were ably supported by the leading chorus. The leading roles were played by Miss M. Miller "26 and Miss S. J. Brand "26, as her husband, also gave the audience a splendid performance. The leading actor was ably supported in his effort by the leading chorus, and the leading roles were played by Miss M. Miller "26 and Miss S. J. Brand "26, as her husband, also gave the audience a splendid performance.
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